
 
 

Please contact Tom Teske or Jakob Hoffmann for all related 
questions. 

Jakob.hoffmann@gmx.com   tomteske21@gmail.com 
 
 

On the behalf of our camp leaders Lea, Robin, Kolja and Vivien, we 
cordially invite you to join „Land unter? “2024. 

 
Yours in scouting 

Tom & Jakob (International department of the Landeslager 2024) 

 

 
Landeslager 
12.- 22. August 2024 
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Lift it up!  
A very special summer experience  
  
Next summer we are going to celebrate a unique camp. 
The Landeslager is the highlight in the calendar of the 

VCP Hessen. We are expecting ca. 700 scouts and guides to spend 
eleven days together. The motto of the 2024 Landeslager couldn´t 
be more serious: Land unter? It refers to the challenging climate crisis. 
But there is a „? “ behind the motto. Are we able to make a difference? 
In our humble opinion we think: yes! As scouts and guides we also 
promised to take care of nature and improve structures of a community 
who cares and who helps. And as scouts and guides we know exactly that 
this effort cannot be successful without playing and singing together. We 
are also prepared to have fun.  
  
The Landeslager gives the opportunity to improve and share your skills 
while having new experiences. How can we protect nature? How can we 
minimize pollution and our co2-emissions? How can we become active in 
politics to support the protection of nature?  
  
We try to realize a big camp with low emissions and high pleasure, with 
small amount of garbage and a big amount of fun. We are going to have 
vegetarian camp. Additionally, we try to avoid emissions for example, by 
using public transportation if possible. 
  
Scouting & guiding is a local movement – worldwide. We think that 
internationality is a fundamental part of the spirit of the scout movement. 
And we are eager to learn from you!!! Your skills, your ecological efforts, 
your games, your songs!  
 
Especially when you must travel a big distance, transport is crucial. We 
also support you in these questions, please contact us. 

 
:   

Do you want to come to the „Land unter? “  
 
Basic information:  
  
*Where: Tydal – a scout campsite near Eggebek. This 25 km from 
Flensburg (border to Denmark) and the Baltic Sea, 50 km from the North 

Sea, 150 km from Hamburg) 
  

*When: 12.-22. August 2024  
  
*For whom: scouts and guides 11 years and older, also Ranger/ Rover  
  
*International groups: you can come with big or small groups. If you 
want to contribute with a special workshop, we would be interested. We 
could also offer support if you choose to extend your stay in Germany and 
visit some other nice places. 
  
*Costs: 250 € plus transport for international groups we can manage 
support, financial and logistical  


